DNA supercoiling plays essential role in maintaining proper chromosome structure, as well as the equilibrium between genome dynamics and stability under specific physicochemical and physiological conditions. In mesophilic organisms, DNA is negatively supercoiled and, until recently, positive supercoiling was considered a peculiar mark of (hyper)thermophilic archaea needed to survive high temperatures. However, several lines of evidence suggest that negative and positive supercoiling might coexist in both (hyper)thermophilic and mesophilic organisms, raising the possibility that positive supercoiling might serve as a regulator of various cellular events, such as chromosome condensation, gene expression, mitosis, sister chromatid cohesion, centromere identity and telomere homoeostasis.
Introduction
Maintaining the appropriate sign and density of DNA supercoiling is vital for any cell. DNA supercoiling plays a major role in many cellular functions, including DNA packaging, gene regulation and recombination. Conversely, most DNA activities, as well as internal and environmental factors, may affect DNA topology, raising the need for mechanisms for its homoeostatic control. This is mainly due to the direct action of DNA topoisomerases that modify the DNA linking number enzymatically [1, 2] and to several types of DNA-binding proteins that are able to induce non-enzymatic structural modification of DNA, such as bending, wrapping, crossing or compaction [3] ; these proteins can indirectly manipulate DNA topology by inducing torsional tensions that can be released by DNA topoisomerases (Figure 1 ). Changes in superhelicity may have consequences for the local DNA structure and stability, as well as its biological functions. Supercoiled molecules of opposite signs display markedly different physical properties: underwound (negatively supercoiled) DNA facilitates the strand separation required for DNA transactions. In contrast, DNA overwinding (positive supercoiling) may affect the helical repeat, helix melting and/or flexibility, resulting in DNA stabilization.
In the vast majority of organisms of the three kingdoms (Archaea, Bacteria and Eukarya) that live at mesophilic temperatures • C), DNA is negatively supercoiled, whereas positive DNA supercoiling is generally considered to be a by-product of processes involving unwinding of the double helix and/or translocation of protein machines along Key words: architectural protein, chromosome structure, DNA topology, genome stability, topoisomerase. Abbreviations used: NAP1, nucleosome assembly protein 1; SSB, single-strand-binding protein; TRF2, telomere repeat factor 2. 1 To whom correspondence should be addressed (email m.ciaramella@ibp.cnr.it).
DNA. In thermophilic and hyperthermophilic organisms, which can live at temperatures as high as 113
• C, modulation of the DNA secondary structure is intimately concerned with the problem of stabilization of DNA against heat denaturation while maintaining its metabolic activity. The existence of alternative topological states was demonstrated by the discovery of reverse gyrase, a DNA topoisomerase inducing positive supercoiling (reviewed in [4, 5] ) and the finding of episomal DNA in relaxed or positively supercoiled form in several hyperthermophilic archaea [6] . These findings suggested that, in each organism, the actual DNA topology is the result of the adaptive pressure to maintain the proper equilibrium between genome dynamics and stability under the physicochemical conditions specific to that particular organism. However, recent findings suggest that the picture might be more complex, and negative and positive supercoiling might coexist in both (hyper)thermophiles and mesophiles.
In the present paper, we review current knowledge on mechanisms and factors inducing positive supercoiling in diverse organisms and discuss evidence suggesting that positive supercoiling might play specific roles not only in thermophilic, but also in mesophilic, organisms, raising the possibility that the free energy of positive supercoiling may be exploited as a regulator of cellular events.
Positive supercoiling in mesophiles: always evil?
In the classical view, negative supercoiling is believed to facilitate the fluidity required for DNA transactions, playing a significant role in a wide variety of DNA functions, whereas positive supercoiling may have a detrimental effect on genome dynamics. For instance, eukaryotic nucleosome formation is stimulated by negative supercoiling, whereas it is strongly inhibited by positive supercoiling [7] ; in addition, left-handed crossovers allow packaging of DNA into higher-order DNA structures while preventing sticky interactions, whereas right-handed crossovers present in relaxed or positive DNA may have inhibitory effects on such superstructures [8] . Consistently, negative supercoiling is an important conformational property of the genome of mesophilic organisms and is maintained by specific mechanisms. Bacteria bear gyrase, a topoisomerase that actively introduces negative supercoiling in an ATP-dependent reaction, and nucleoid-associated proteins such as HU and HNS (histonelike nucleoid structuring protein) [9] ; eukaryotes possess histones that wrap DNA into negative supercoils [10] ; most mesophilic archaea hold eukaryotic-like histones [11] . Positive supercoils generated by transcription and replication fork movement are removed by the action of topoisomerases. These are DNA gyrase and topoisomerase IV in bacteria and topoisomerase I and II in eukaryotes; for archaea, it is still not clear which is the topoisomerase in charge of this function [1,2,6]. Malfunctioning or inhibition of topoisomerases induce accumulation of positive superturns ahead of the replication fork, which in turn determines replication block and ultimately cell death. Positive supercoiling also has an inhibitory effect on transcription. In yeast, accumulation of positive helical tension along intracellular DNA can be induced by inactivation of both topoisomerase I and II combined with the ectopic expression of the Escherichia coli topoisomerase IA, which relaxes only negatively supercoiled DNA. As a result, a strong reduction of global transcription occurs [12] . Genome-wide analysis showed a striking positional effect of positive supercoiling induced transcription inhibition: genes located at distal position on chromosomes gradually escaped from the transcription stall, indicating that DNA is not torsionally constrained at the chromosomal ends, although is not clear how helical tension is released [13] . In E. coli, positive supercoiling could be induced in vivo in a mutant carrying an octameric variant of HU, which is dimeric in its wild-type form and induces negative supercoiling. The mutant showed a high degree of DNA condensation and altered global transcription pattern [14] . It therefore appears that mesophilic organisms evolved specific mechanisms to prevent the presence of positive DNA in their genome.
However, recent results suggest that positive supercoiling might exist in organisms living at mesophilic temperatures, at least under particular circumstances, and may have a physiological role either by harnessing the free energy stored in the positively supercoiled molecule or exploiting its structural properties. For instance, in vitro models of replication intermediates of bacterial DNA plasmids showed that the formation of Holliday-like junctions at both forks of a replication bubble creates a positive topological constraint that prevents further regression of the forks. Thus, in this case, accumulation of positive supercoiling provides a possible mechanism to protect DNA molecules against extensive fork reversal in the presence of replication blocking lesions [15] . During telomere resolution in two related spirochaete strains, causing Lyme disease and relapsing fever, covalently closed hairpin telomeres are generated from replication intermediates, due to the action of the telomere resolvase, ResT. Bankhead et al. [16] showed that positive supercoiling promotes cooperative assembly of ResT molecules on the DNA substrate, resulting in significant stimulation of telomere resolution. The authors suggest that positive supercoiling produced during telomere replication may link telomere resolution to replication, providing an elegant mechanism to regulate telomere resolution both temporally and spatially. Interestingly, positive supercoiling was also shown to play a role in telomere homoeostasis in human cells [17] . In this case, the telomeric protein TRF2 (telomere repeat factor 2) was shown to generate positive supercoiling and DNA condensation; although the exact role of this activity was not demonstrated directly, it was suggested that TRF2, by constraining DNA in a right-handed conformation, can modify the twist of the adjacent DNA and facilitate strand invasion, which is an essential step in telomeric t-loop formation.
Eukaryotic nucleosomes formed by H3/H4 histones wrap DNA in a left-handed manner and induce negative supercoils [10] . The tetramer-dimer equilibrium of H3/H4 histones has important effects on DNA supercoiling: the tetramer forms negatively coiled DNA; however, in the presence of an excess of the histone chaperone NAP1 (nucleosome assembly protein 1), only H3-H4 dimers are obtained, which induce positively supercoiled DNA [18] . Thus DNA topology might be modulated by conformational changes in the H3-H4 complex through variation of NAP1 activity/concentration. Although such a transition has never been observed in a canonical nucleosome, the eukaryotic CenH3 histone variant, which is specific to the centromeric nucleosomes, was shown to induce positive supercoils both in vitro and in yeast cells [19, 20] . It was suggested that the presence of positive nucleosomes at the single centromeric location along the chromosome and the mutual incompatibility of nucleosomes with opposite topologies could explain how centromeres are recognized and maintained as unique loci on chromosomes.
Condensins are highly conserved ancient complexes comprising two SMC (structural maintenance of chromosomes) ATPase subunits (Table 1) . These proteins are found in nearly all organisms and, in vitro, are able to induce positive supercoiling. Condensin was initially discovered for its role in eukaryotic chromosome condensation during mitosis, suggesting that positive supercoiling might be the key mechanism underlying the compaction of chromatin fibres. More recently, a number of studies extended these results showing that condensin-like complexes have a general role in chromosome architecture in eukaryotes, bacteria and possibly also in archaea, are required for correct folding and segregation of chromosomes in mitosis and meiosis, and play roles in gene regulation and DNA repair, thus pointing to a wide physiological importance of positive supercoiling [21, 22] .
A few studies reported about other DNA-binding proteins inducing constrained positive supercoiling in bacteria or eukaryotes: the E. coli SeqA protein, which is a negative regulator of chromosome replication and has a role in chromosome organization [23] , and the human oncoprotein DEK, an abundant chromatin-associated protein, which introduces positive supercoils both into protein-free DNA and into DNA in chromatin [24] . Finally, two reports described atypical topoisomerases with positive supercoiling activities. A pea topoisomerase I in the absence of Mg 2+ ions showed relaxation activity of both positive and negative supercoiled DNA, typical of Type IB topoisomerases; however, in the presence of Mg 2+ ions, it introduces positive supercoils [25] . Moreover, a Type II topoisomerase from the bacterium Mycobacterium smegmatis, besides the canonical ATP-dependent DNA relaxation of negatively supercoiled DNA, also introduces positive supercoils into both relaxed and negatively supercoiled substrates [26] . However, neither the reaction mechanism nor the physiological role of these enzymes has been clarified.
Positive supercoiling in (hyper)thermophiles: only good?
Hyperthermophilic organisms may require specific mechanisms inducing positive supercoiling to counteract the denaturing effect of their growth temperature. Indeed, several lines of evidence suggest that DNA is more positive in (hyper)thermophilic archaea as compared with mesophiles: the plasmidic form of SSV1 (Sulfolobus shibatae virus 1) of the archaeon Sulfolobus shibatae (T opt > 80
• C) is positively supercoiled, and several plasmids from different hyperthermophilic strains were found in relaxed to positively supercoiled form [6, 27] . In addition, all hyperthermophiles invariably possess the positive supercoiling inducing topoisomerase, reverse gyrase, which is the only hyperthermophilicspecific protein identified so far [28] . Reverse gyrase is a bimodular enzyme comprising an N-terminal domain structurally similar to SF2 (superfamily 2) helicases, fused to a C-terminal Type IA topoisomerase (Figure 1 ). Positive supercoiling activity requires ATP, high temperature and both protein domains [4, 5] . Analysis of the isolated ATPase and topoisomerase domains of reverse gyrase showed that they form specific physical interactions, and, when combined, cooperate to achieve the ATP-dependent positive supercoiling activity [29] . In S. solfataricus, reverse gyrase participates in DNA-damage response [30, 31] , interacts with SSB (singlestrand-binding protein) [32] , and inhibits the translesion DNA polymerase PolY [33] . The relation between reverse gyrase positive supercoiling activity and its role in these processes is not clear. SSB stimulates reverse gyrase positive supercoiling activity [32] ; remarkably, this latter is required to inhibit PolY, which has reduced affinity for positive DNA [33] . These results suggest the intriguing hypothesis that positive supercoiling might serve as a general mechanism to regulate DNA-acting enzymes through modification of DNA structure, not only in thermophiles.
In addition to reverse gyrase, S. solfataricus contains the DNA-binding protein Smj12, which belongs to the socalled BA (bacterial-archaeal) family of regulators. Unlike most members of this family, this protein induces positive supercoiling, which can be observed in topological assays in combination with the eukaryotic topoisomerase I [34] . Smj12 is not abundant, suggesting that it is not a general architectural protein, but rather has a specialized function and/or localization.
Despite the presence of these positive supercoiling inducing factors in (hyper)thermophiles, a complex picture concerning the genome topology of these organisms is emerging from several lines of evidence. Indeed, some hyperthermophilic bacteria [35] and archaea [36] possess both gyrase and reverse gyrase; in these organisms, plasmids are highly negatively supercoiled [27] ; in addition, the knockout mutant of the reverse gyrase in the archaeon Thermococcus kodakaraensis was viable [37] , although it was less thermotolerant than the wild-type, and the actual DNA topology in this mutant was not determined. Furthermore, a number of proteins in hyperthermophiles have been shown to induce negative supercoiling: these include Alba, a protein present in all archaea, whose activity is controlled by acetylation [38, 39] , and Sul7d, one of the main chromatin components of Sulfolobales, which also inhibits reverse gyrase activity [40] . Collectively, these data suggest that positive and negative supercoiled DNA might coexist in (hyper)thermophiles. Indeed, systems inducing negative supercoiling in (hyper)thermophiles might be needed locally or transiently in response to environmental or physiological changes (e.g. growth conditions, heat/cold shock, DNA damage and so on) and the actual topology under each physiological condition might depend on the interplay among multiple cellular and environmental factors. For instance, transient changes in DNA supercoiling might be essential to generate the temperature-stress response by regulating the expression of specific genes, but they could also be a consequence of the physical effects of temperature on cellular components [41] .
In addition, (hyper)thermophilic archaea belonging to the subdomain Euryarchaeota contain tetrameric eukaryoticlike histones (reviewed in [42] ), which display dual behaviour: they wrap DNA into positive supercoils at high salt concentrations, but into negative supercoils in low salt conditions [43, 44] . Since internal salt concentrations are increased following temperature increase, temperature fluctuations could also be accommodated by changes in nucleosome topology. Archaeal histone mutants with residue replacements at sites responsible for dimer-dimer interactions wrap DNA into positive supercoils under all salt conditions [45] . Therefore the DNA topology in archaeal histone-DNA complexes might be controlled by regulating the histone dimer-tetramer equilibrium.
In S. solfataricus, multiple mechanisms appear to modify chromatin composition after DNA damage: UV irradiation induces recruitment of reverse gyrase to the chromatin [30] , whereas the alkylating agent MMS (methyl methanesulfonate) induces reverse gyrase degradation and translocation of both Smj12 and Sul7d from the chromatin to the cytosol [31] ; although the physiological meaning of these events is not clearly understood, they are likely to affect profoundly chromosome topology.
Finally, reverse gyrase might be viewed as a model of interaction of topoisomerases and helicases. For instance, RecQ helicases form, together with topoisomerase III, complexes involved in the maintenance of genome integrity that are strikingly conserved through the evolution, from bacteria to humans (reviewed in [46, 47] ). Interestingly, the yeast Sgs1 and Top3 complex was suggested to act as a potential eukaryotic reverse gyrase [48] ; it will be thus interesting to test directly whether the combination of these enzymes with reverse gyrase modules might recapitulate the positive supercoiling activity.
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